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The study of congruences between arithmetically interesting numbers has
a long history and plays important roles in several areas of number theory.
Examples of such congruences include the Kummer congruences between
Bernoulli numbers and congruences between coefficients of modular forms.
Many of these congruences could be interpreted as congruences between
special values of L-functions of arithmetic objects (motives). In recent years
general conjectures [B-K] have been formulated relating these special
values to the Selmer groups and other arithmetic invariants of the
associated motives. In view of these conjectures, congruences between spe-
cial values should give certain congruences between orders of the corres-
ponding Selmer groups.
In this paper, we take a different point of view by studying congruences
between Selmer groups and deducing consequences of such congruences to
the congruences of special values. Roughly speaking, given two Galois
representations that are congruent on a finite level, i.e., that become
isomorphic representations modulo a prime power, we consider the rela-
tion between the corresponding Selmer groups. Precise definitions will be
given in later sections. We will focus on the Selmer groups defined by
Bloch and Kato [BK] and will provide congruences when the congruent
Galois representations are from cyclotomic characters, Hecke characters
from CM elliptic curves, and from adjoints of modular forms.
Methods used in this paper are mostly from Iwasawa theory, including
the classical theory originated from Iwasawa [Iw] and the ‘‘horizontal’’
theory recently developed by Wiles [Wi], even though only the algebraic
part of the theory is applied.
There are several versions of Selmer groups, motivated by the Selmer
groups of elliptic curves. We choose to study the Selmer group of Bloch
and Kato since it is the one that applies to the most general context and
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relates well with special values. However, in order to get a congruence, we
have to make use of other versions of Selmer groups, defined by Greenberg
[Gr1] and by Wiles [Wi]. This suggests that the Selmer groups of Green-
berg and Wiles might be better candidates for studying congruence
problems. For some other results on congruences of Selmer groups, see
[Gr1].
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 1, congruences between
Galois representations and between abelian groups are defined. We intro-
duce several types of congruences and study the relation between them. For
later applications, we also give general criteria for congruences of Selmer
groups (Proposition 1.1). In Section 2, we prove congruences (Theorem 1)
between Selmer groups from cyclotomic representations and compare
these congruences with congruences between the Bernoulli numbers
(Corollary 2.1). We then prove, in Section 3, congruences when the Selmer
groups are from Hecke characters over an imaginary quadratic field K
(Theorem 2). The result on primes that split in K is quite complete.
However, for primes non-split in K, we have to impose an additional con-
dition on the Galois representations in order to obtain congruences
between the Selmer groups. In the last section, we provide congruences
between adjoints of two dimensional Galois representations (Theorem 3).
As a special case, we obtain congruences between adjoint representations
from modular forms (Corollary 4.1). Unlike the cases of cyclotomic charac-
ters and Hecke characters, congruences between special values from the
adjoint representations were not known before. However, with the help of
the Bloch-Kato conjecture, congruences from Corollary 4.1 give congruen-
ces between the corresponding special values.
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we recall the definition of Selmer groups of Bloch and
Kato, define the congruence between two Selmer groups and give
preliminary results on congruences between Selmer groups. For the rest of
this paper, we let F and K denote number fields, let OF and OK denote rings
of integers, let p (resp. *) denote a prime of F (resp. of K), and let Op and
O* denote the rings of integers of the completions Fp and K* .
1.1. Selmer Groups
Given a finite prime * of K, by a *-adic representation of GF , or a
O*[[GF]]-module, we mean a topological O* -module A with a continuous
action of GF . The representations we consider are of the following four
types.
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1. a finite dimensional F* vector space A with the product topology
and a continuous group homomorphism \: GF  Autcont (A);
2. a finitely generated, free O* -module A with the compact topology
and a continuous group homomorphism \: GF  Autcont (A);
3. a cofinitely generated, cofree O* -module A (i.e., A$(K* O*)d) with
the discrete topology and a continuous group homomorphism \: GF 
Autcont (A). Such a representation can be identified with the Pontrjagin
dual of a representation of type (2) with the dual action of GF . The integer
d is called the corank of A, denoted by corankO* A;
4. a quotient A*nA, n1 for the A of type (2) with the quotient
action of GF . Because of the duality between a representation of type (2)
and type (3), such an representation is isomorphic to a submodule
B[*n] =def [x # B | *nx=0] for the B of type (3) with the restricted action of
GF .
We further assume that the action of GF on A is unramified outside of a
finite set of primes S of F that contains  and primes of F above l, where
l is the prime of Q below *. Then the action of GF is naturally induced
from the action of GS , the Galois group of the maximal extension of F
unramified outside of S.
Let A be a representation of GF of one of the four types listed above.
A local condition L for A consists of the selection of a subgroup
H 1L(Fp , A)H
1 (Fp , A)
for each finite prime p of F. The Selmer group of A with respect to the local
condition L is defined by
H 1L(F, A)=ker {H 1 (F, A)  p
H 1 (Fp , A)
H 1L(Fp , A)= .
The Selmer group that we will study in this paper is defined by the local
condition of Bloch and Kato [B-K], for a representation A of type (3).
Given such an A, define
T=n A[*n] and V=T }
O*
K*
with the induced representations of GF . Then T is of type (2) and V is of
type (1) and A$VT as representations of GF . For each finite prime p of F,
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let p be the prime of Q under p and let Bcrys, p be the ring defined by
Fontaine. Define
H 1f (Fp , V)={H
1 (Gp Ip , V Ip),
ker[H1 (Fp , V)  H 1 (Fp , Bcrys, p V)],
if * |% p
if * | p
where gp =Gp Ip with Gp and Ip being the decomposition group and
initial group of p with respect to a fixed embedding F  F p . Let pr: V  A
be the natural projection. Define
H 1f (Fp , A)=pr(H
1
f (Fp , V)),
and define the Selmer group of Bloch and Kato by
H 1f (F, A)=ker {H 1 (F, A)  p
H1 (Fp , A)
H 1f (Fp , A)= .
It is clear that H 1f (F, A) is a torsion abelian group.
1.2. Congruences
We now define the congruences between two torsion abelian groups.
This definition applies in particular to the Selmer groups. Let Y be a finite
set. Denote |Y| for the cardinality of Y.
Definition 1.1. Let M1 and M2 be two torsion OK -modules.
1. M1 and M2 are called algebraically congruent modulo *n, denoted
M1 #alg M2 mod *n, if M1[*n]$M2[*n];
2. M1 and M2 are called numerically congruent modulo *n, denoted
M1 #num M2 mod *n, if |M1[*n]| and |M2[*n]| are finite and |M1[*n]|=
|M2[*n]|;
We first display the following simple relations between the two types of
congruences.
Lemma 1.1. Let * be a finite prime of K, and let M1 and M2 be two
finite O* -modules. M1 and M2 are algebraically congruent modulo *n if and
only if M1 and M2 are numerically congruent modulo *r, for all 1rn;
Proof. This can be easily proved by induction on n and by applying the
fundamental theorem of finitely generated modules over the PID O* . The
proof will be left as an exercise. K
Let A1 and A2 be two O*[[GF]]-modules that are cofree O* -modules
with finite coranks over O* . Suppose A1[*n] and A2[*n] are isomorphic
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(O* *n)[[GF]]-modules in which case we say that the representations A1
and A2 are congruent modulo *n. We would like to study conditions under
which the corresponding Selmer groups H 1f (F, A1) and H
1
f (F, A2) are
(algebraically) congruent modulo *n. We will provide some criteria in
Proposition 1.1. Applications will be given in later sections. There are
O*[[GF]]-modules that are congruent modulo *n whose Selmer groups are
not congruent modulo *n. An example is given at the end of the section.
Let A be either A1 or A2 . We now define a Selmer group of A of ‘‘level
r’’ for each integer r1. For each finite prime p of F, from the exact
sequence
0  A[*r] wjr A w*
r
A  0
we get the exact sequence
0 
H 0 (Fp , A)
*rH0 (Fp , A)
 H1 (Fp , A[*r]) w
jr H 1 (Fp , A)[*r]  0.
Define the subgroup of H1 (Fp , A[*n])
H 1f (Fp , A, *
r)= j &1r (H
1
f (Fp , A)[*
r]),
and define the subgroup of H1 (F, A[*n])
H 1f (F, A, *
r)=ker {H1 (F, A[*r])  p
H 1 (Fp , A[*r])
H 1f (Fp , A, *
r) = .
Note that H 1f (F, A, *
r) depends on A, not just on A[*r]. In particular,
even if A1[*r]$A2[*r] as GF -modules, it is not necessarily true that
H 1f (F, A1 , *
n)$H 1f (F, A2 , *
n).
Proposition 1.1. Let A1 and A2 be two O*[[GF]]-modules that are
cofree over O* with finite corank. Assume that A1[*n] and A2[*n] are
isomorphic as (O* *n)[[GF]]-modules.
1. Assume that corankO* H
0 (F, A1) = corankO* H
0 (F, A2). Then
H 1f (F, A1)#alg H
1
f (F, A2) (mod *
n) if and only if |H 1f (F, A1 , *
r)|=
|H 1f (F, A2 , *
r)| for 1rn.
2. If there is a O*[[GF]]-module X such that H 1f (F, Ai)$
HomGF (X, Ai) for i=1, 2, then H
1
f (F, A1)#alg H
1
f (F, A2) (mod *
n).
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3. Assume that * is over an odd prime of Q and that
corankO* H
0 (F, A1)=corankO* H
0 (F, A2).
Fix an O*[[GF]]-module isomorphism _: A1[*n]  A2[*n] and for each
finite prime p of F and each 1rn, let _p, r : H1 (Fp , A1[*r]) 
H1 (Fp , A2[*r]) be the induced isomorphism. If _p, r (H 1f (Fp , A1 , *
r))=
H 1f (Fp , A2 , *
r) for all finite primes p and 1rn, then H 1f (F, A1)#alg
H 1f (F, A2) (mod *
n).
Proof 1. Let A be A1 or A2 . By definition, we have the commutative
diagram with exact rows
0 ww
H0 (F, A)
*rH0 (F, A)
H 1 (F, A[*r]) H 1 (F, A)[*r] ww 0
0 0 
p
H 1 (Fp , A[*r])
H 1f (Fp , A, *
r)
ww 
p
H1 (Fp , A)
H 1f (Fp , A)
Applying the snake lemma we obtain the exact sequence
0 
H0 (F, A)
*rH0 (F, A)
 H 1f (F, A, *
r) w
jr H 1f (F, A)[*
r]  0. (1)
Let Hdiv be the maximal *-divisible subgroup of H 0 (F, A) and let Hcot be
the cotorsion quotient H0 (F, A)Hdiv . Then we have the exact sequence
0  Hdiv  H0 (F, A)  Hcot  0 (2)
of O* -modules. Let d be the O* -corank of H0 (F, A), then Hdiv $(K*O*)d.
Since Hcot is finite, we have
|Hcot[*r]|= } Hcot*nHcot }. (3)
Multiplying the sequence (2) by *r and taking the snake lemma exact
sequence from the resulting commutative diagram, we obtain the exact
sequence
0  (O* *r)d  H0 (F, A)[*r]  Hcot[*r]  0 
H 0 (F, A)
*rH0 (F, A)

Hcot
*rHcot
 0.
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This, together with Eq. (3) and the equation H0 (F, A[*r])=H 0 (F, A)[*r],
enables us to get
} H
0 (F, A)
*rH0 (F, A) }= }
Hcot
*rHcot }
=|Hcot[*r]|
=|H0 (F, A[*r])| |O**r|&d.
Combining this with the sequence (1), we obtain
|H 1f (F, A)[*
r]|=|H 1f (F, A, *
r)| |H 0 (F, A[*r])|&1 |O* *r|d.
Now the assumption that corankO* H
0 (F, A1)=corankO* H
0 (F, A2) implies
d1=d2 , and the assumption that A1[*r]$A2[*r] implies |H0 (F, A1[*r])|
= |H0 (F, A2 [*r])|. Thus the statement that |H 1f (F, A1)[*
r]| =
|H 1f (F, A2)[*
r]| for 1rn is equivalent to the statement that
|H 1f (F, A1 , *
r)|=|H 1f (F, A2 , *
r)| for 1rn. By Lemma 1.1, the first
statement is true if and only H 1f (F, A1)[*
n]$H 1f (F, A2)[*
n].
2. It is clear that, for i=1, 2,
HomGF (X, Ai[*
n])$HomGF (X, Ai)[*
n].
Therefore from the assumptions we have
H 1f (F, A1)[*
n]$HomGF (X, A1)[*
n]
$HomGF (X, A1[*
n])
$HomGF (X, A2[*
n])
$HomGF (X, A2)[*
n]
$H 1f (F, A2)[*
n].
3. Fix an r with 1rn. Let _r : H 1 (F, A1[*r])  H1 (F, A2[*r]) be
the isomorphism induced by _. For each finite prime p of F, we have the
commutative diagram
H1 (F, A1[*r]) ww
_r H 1 (F, A2[*r])
H1 (Fp , A1[*r]) ww
_p, r H 1 (Fp , A2[*r])
where the vertical maps are restriction maps. Then by the definition of
H 1f (F, Ai , *
r) with i=1, 2 we have _r (H 1f (F, A1 , *
r))=H 1f (F, A2 , *
r). In
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particular, we have |H 1f (F, A1 , *
r)|=|H 1f (F, A2 , *
r)|. It now follows from
part 2 of the proposition that H 1f (F, A1)#alg H
1
f (F, A2) (mod *
n). K
Example. The following example from [Gr2] shows that there are
congruent Galois representations whose Selmer groups are not algebrai-
cally congruent. Consider the elliptic curves E1 : y2+xy=x3+x2&
2124x&60592 (=406(D1) in [Cre]) and E2 : y2+xy=x3&x2&x+1
(=58(A1) in [Cre]). Let A1=E1[5] and A2=E2[5]. It is known
[Gr2] that A1[5]$A2[5] as GQ -modules, E1 (Q)$Z2Z and E2 (Q)$Z.
For i=1, 2, the Kummer sequence from 0  Ei[5]  Ei w
5 Ei  0 gives
0  Ei (Q)5Ei (Q)  SEi[5] (Q)  (Ei)[5]  0,
where SEi[5] (Q) (=H
1
f (Q, Ai , 5) defined above) is the 5-Selmer group of
Ei . Since ords=1 L(E1 , s)=0 and ords=1 L(E2 , s)=1, (Ei) is finite. By
the CasselsTate pairing, the order of (Ei)[5] is a square. Therefore
|SE1[5] (Q)| is a square while |SE2 (Q)| is not a square. On the other hand,
the Kummer sequence from 0  Ei[5]  Ei[5] w
5 Ei[5]  0 gives
SEi [5] (Q)$H
1
f (Q, Ai)[5]. Therefore, |H
1 (Q, A1)[5]| is a square while
|H 1f (Q, A2)[5]| is not a square. Hence H
1
f (Q, A1) and H
1
f (Q, A2) are not
algebraically congruent modulo 5.
2. CYCLOTOMIC CHARACTERS AND KUMMER CONGRUENCES
In this section we study the congruences of Selmer groups from the
cyclotomic characters. We then compare these congruences with the
Kummer congruences.
Let l be a fixed prime. Let /=/l : GQ  Z_l be the l-adic cyclotomic
character. Thus /l defines a one dimensional Galois representation which
is denoted Zl (1). For any integer n, the character /nl defines a one dimen-
sional representation Zl (n)=Zl (1) n and the induced representation
(Ql Zl)(n) =
def
Zl (n) (QlZl).
Theorem 1. Let l be an odd prime and let n be a positive integer. If k
and k$ are two integers both greater then 1 or both less then 0 such that
/k#/k$ mod ln, then
H 1f (Q, (Ql Zl)(/
k))#alg H 1f (Q, (QlZl)(/
k$)) mod ln.
Proof. The following proof is suggested by Rubin. One could also use
Iwasawa theory, as in Theorem 2, and apply the generalized CasselsTate
pairing [Fl, Gu1].
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To simplify notations, denote A1=(Ql Zl)(k) and A2=(Ql Zl)(k$).
By assumption, A1[ln] is isomorphic to A2[ln] as Zl[[GQ ]]-modules.
Fix an Zl[[GQ ]]-module isomorphism _: A1[ln]  A2[ln]. For each
finite prime p of Q and each 1rn, let _p, r : H 1 (Qp , A1[lr]) 
H1 (Qp , A2[lr]) be the induced isomorphism. We will prove that
_p, r (H 1f (Qp , A1 , l
r))=H 1f (Qp , A2 , l
r) for all finite prime p and 1rn.
Then the proof follows from Proposition 1.1.
We first consider the case when p{l. Then both A1 and A2 are
unramified at p. So for i=1, 2, H 1f (Qp , Ai)=H
1 (gp , Ai). We also have the
short exact sequence
0  Ai[lr]  Ai w
l r Ai  0
of gp -modules. This, together with the inflation map, gives the following
commutative diagram with exact rows
0  H 0 (gp , Ai)lrH 0 (gp , Ai)  H1 (gp , Ai[lr])  H 1 (gp , A i)[lr]  0
0  H0 (Qp , Ai)lrH 0 (Qp , Ai)  H1 (Qp , Ai[lr])  H 1 (Qp , A i)[lr]  0
in which the vertical maps are injective. This diagram shows that
H 1f (Qp , Ai[l
r])=H1 (gp , Ai[lr]). It follows that _p, r (H 1f (Qp , A1[l
n]))
=(H 1f (Qp , A2[l
n])).
We now consider the case when p=l. First assume that k, k$<0.
By Example 3.9 from [B-K], H 1f (Ql , Ql (k))=H
1
f (Ql , Ql (k$))=0. Then
H 1f (Ql , Ai)=0 for i=1, 2. Therefore H
1
f (Ql , Ai , l
r)=ker[H1 (Ql ,
Ai[lr])  H1 (Ql , A i)]. Denote L=Ql (+l). Then the action of
Gal(Q l Ql) on Ai is induced from the action of Gal(LQl) and the infla-
tion-restriction sequence gives us the following commutative diagram with
exact rows
0 ww H1 (Gal(LQl), Ai[lr]) ww H1 (Ql , Ai[lr]) ww H1 (L, Ai[lr])
0 H1 (Gal(LQl), Ai) H1 (Ql , Ai) H1 (L, Ai)
Here the right vertical map is injective since H1 (L, A i[lr])=
Hom(GL , Ai[lr]) and H 1 (L, Ai)=Hom(GL , A i). Thus H 1f (Q, Ai , l
r),
defined as the kernel of the middle vertical map, in contained in the image
of H1 (Gal(LQl), Ai[lr]) in H1 (Ql , Ai[lr]). Since Gal(LQl) is
topologically cyclic, we have
H1 (Gal(LQl), Ai[lr])$Ai[lr](#&1) A i[lr]
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where # is a topological generator of Gal(LQl). This quotient is a cyclic
abelian group. Therefore H 1f (Ql , Ai , l
r) is the unique subgroup of
H1 (Gal(LQl), Ai[lr]) with order |H 1f (Ql , Ai , l
r)|. From the exact
sequence
0  H0 (Ql , Ai[lr])  H 0 (Ql , A i) w
pr H0 (Ql , Ai)  H 1f (Ql , Ai , l
r)  0
of finite groups, we have |H 1f (Ql , Ai , l
r)|=|H 0 (Ql , Ai[lr])|. Now the
isomorphism _: A1[lr]  A2[lr] also induces an isomorphism from
H1 (Gal(LQl), A1[lr]) onto H1 (Gal(LQl), A2[lr]) such that the result-
ing diagram
H 1 (Gal(LQl), A1[lr]) / H1 (Ql , A1[lr])
H 1 (Gal(LQl), A2[lr]) / H 1 (Ql , A2[lr])
commutes. Therefore, the isomorphism _l, r : H 1 (Ql , A1[lr])$H1 (Ql ,
A2[lr]) sends H 1f (Ql , A1 , l
r), the unique subgroup of H1 (Gal(LQl),
A1[lr])H1 (Ql , A1[lr]) of order H0 (Ql , A1[lr]), onto H 1f (Ql , A2 , l
r),
the unique subgroup of H1 (Gal(LQl), A2[lr)H 1 (Ql , A2[lr]) of order
|H0 (Ql , A2[lr])|=|H0 (Ql , A1[lr])|. Now the theorem follows from
Proposition 1.1, under the assumption k, k$<0.
Next assume that k, k$>1 with /k#/k$ (mod ln). Then 1&k, 1&k$<0
and /1&k#/1&k$ (mod ln). Denote B1 and B2 for the representations of
Zl -corank one associated to Ql (1&k) and Ql (1&k$), i.e., B1=
(Ql Zl)(1&k), B2=(Ql Zl)(1&k$). Let {: B1[ln]  B2[ln] be the
isomorphism induced from _: A1[ln]  A2[ln], and for each r with
1rn, let {l, r : H 1 (Ql , B1[lr])  H 1 (Ql , B2[lr]) be the isomorphism
induced by {. Then the tautological commutative diagram
B1[lr] ww Hom(A1[lr], +l r)
{ _~
B2[lr] ww Hom(A2[lr], +l r)
of Zl[[GQl]]-modules induces the commutative diagram of abelian groups
H1 (Ql , B1[lr])$Hom(H1 (Ql , A1[lr]), ZlrZ)
{l, r _~ l, r
H1 (Ql , B2[lr])$Hom(H1 (Ql , A2[lr]), ZlrZ)
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where the isomorphisms in the rows are from the Tate local duality for
finite Galois representations. Applying the proof in the previous case to B1
and B2 , we obtain
{l, r (H 1f (Ql , B1 , l
r))=H 1f (Ql , B2 , l
r). (4)
By [Wi, Proposition 1.4.], H 1f (Ql , Ai , l
r) is the exact annihilator of
H 1f (Ql , Bi , l
r) under the perfect pairing associated with the isomorphisms
in the rows of the above commutative diagram, i.e., under the Tate duality.
Combining this with the commutativity of the above diagram and Eq. (4),
we obtain _l, r (H 1f (Ql , A1 , l
r))=H 1f (Ql , A2 , l
r). Then the theorem again
follows from Proposition 1.1. K
We now compare the congruences in Theorem 1 with the classical
Kummer congruences which states that for l&1 |% k and k#
k$ mod (l&1) ln&1,
(1&lk&1)
Bk
k
#(1&lk$&1)
Bk$
k$
mod ln.
Define
H 1f (Q, (QZ)(k))=
l
H 1f (Q, (Ql Zl)(k)).
Bloch and Kato [B-K], applying the Iwasawa Main Conjecture verified by
Mazur and Wiles [M-W], have proved that, for k positive even,
}2(k&1)!(2?i)k ‘(k) }=
|H 1f (Q, (QZ)(k))|
|H 0 (Q, (QZ)(k))|
up to a power of 2. On the other hand, we have the well-known formula
of Euler
}2(k&1)!(2?i)k ‘(k) }= }
Bk
k }.
We thus have
|H 1f (Q, (QZ)(k))|
|H 0 (Q, (QZ)(k))|
= }Bkk } (5)
up to a power of 2.
As an application of Theorem 1 and Eq. (5), we obtain the follow
congruences which also follows from the Kummer congruences.
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Corollary 2.1. If l&1 |% k and k#k$ mod (l&1) ln&1, then
l&part(1&lk&1)
Bk
k
#l&part(1&lk$&1)
Bk$
k$
mod ln.
3. HECKE CHARACTERS
We now consider an analog of Theorem 1 for two dimensional represen-
tations. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field with ring of integers OK . Let
E be an elliptic curve over Q with complex multiplication by OK . Let  be
the Hecke character associated to E by the theory of complex multiplica-
tion. Let  be the complex conjugation of . For integers k and j with
k>& j0, define .=.(k, j)=k j. For a finite prime * of OK , let K* be
the completion with the ring of integers O* . Let
.* : GK  O_*
be the Weil realization of . at *. Let K* (.*) (resp. O* (.*)) be the represen-
tation of GK with coefficients in K* (resp. O*). Now we use K* (.*) to con-
struct a representation Ml of GQ . Let l be the prime of Q under *. If l
splits in K into ***, then K*=Ql . Define Ml=M(k, j)l to be the
representation of GQ induced by Ql (.*). So Ml=Ql (.*)Ql (.**) as a
GK -module and, for any lifting c # GQ of the complex conjugation in
Gal(KQ), c acts on Ml by exchanging the two factors Ql (.*) and
Ql (.**). If l is non-split in K, then K* is of dimension two over Ql . In this
case * can be extended to a representation of GQ by letting c act naturally
on K* . Then we define Ml to be the representation of GQ given by .k& j* /
j
l .
In either case Ml is a representation of GQ of dimension two over Ql . It
is in fact the l-adic realization of the motive M(k, j) for the algebraic
Hecke character k j [Gu3]. Define a GQ-invariant Zl -lattice of M(k, j)l
by
Ml=M(k, j)l={Zl (.*)Zl (.**)O* (.*)
if l splits as *** in K
if l is non-split, * | l in K
Denote
A(k, j)l=M(k, j)l M(k, j)l
with the induced representation of GQ . A(k, j) is a cofree Zl-module of
corank 2.
In this section we study the congruences between the Selmer groups of
A(k, j)l for different pairs (k, j).
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Theorem 2. Let l be an odd prime of Q. Let (ki , ji), i=1, 2 be two
pairs of integers with ki>& ji>0 and let A1=A(k1 , j1)l and A2=
A(k2 , j2)l . Assume that H 0 (Q, A1)=0 and that there is an isomorphism
_: A1[ln]  A2[ln] of GQ -representations.
1. If l splits in K, then H 1f (Q, A1) and H
1
f (Q, A2) are algebraically
congruent modulo ln.
2. If l is inert in K and if, for each 1rn and for the isomorphism
_*, r : H1 (K* , A1[lr])  H1 (K* , A2[*r])
induced from _, we have _*, r (H 1 (K* , A1 , *r))=H1 (K* , A2 , *r), then
H 1f (Q, A1) and H
1
f (Q, A2) are algebraically congruent modulo l
n.
Remarks. 1. Similar to the case of cyclotomic characters, the con-
gruences between Selmer groups obtained in Theorem 2 enable us to
obtain congruences between special values of Hecke L-functions. This is
accomplished by making use of the relation between Selmer groups and
special values established by the Bloch-Kato conjecture for Hecke charac-
ters which has been verified in many cases [Gu3, Han]. Such congruences
are also consequences of the congruences related to two variable p-adic
L-functions [Ka].
2. We expect that the extra condition in part 2 of Theorem 2 on _*, r
is a consequence of other conditions. However verifying this seems to
require delicate properties of the Bloch-Kato exponential map for the
*-adic Hecke character .* associated to A(k, j).
Proof. Case 1. l splits. Let A be either A1 or A2 . It is known [Gu3]
that the Selmer group H 1f (Q, A) is the same as the Selmer groups of
Greenberg [Gr1], defined by
S strA (Q)=ker {H1 (Q, A)  p{l
H 1 (Qp , A)
H1 (gp , A)div

H 1 (Ql , A)
im(H 1 (Ql , F+A))div= .
Here
F+A=Zl (.(k, j)*) (Ql Zl).
Denote N=N(k, j)=Zl (.(k, j)*) (QlZl). Then we further have
S strA(k, j)(Q)$S
str
N (K),
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where
S strN (K)=ker {H1 (K, N)  p |% l
H1 (Kp , N)
H1 (gp , N)div

H1 (K* , N)
H1 (K* , N)div
H 1 (K** , N)= .
As in [Gu2], define F=K(E[l]), and let M(F) denote the maxi-
mal abelian pro-l-extension of F which is unramified outside the primes
of F over *. Let X(F) be Gal(M(F)F). Combining Proposition 2.2,
Proposition 2.3 and the proof of Theorem 1 of [Gu2], we have
S strN (K)$Hom(X(F), N)
Gal(FK).
Now the theorem follows from the second part of Proposition 1.1.
Case 2. l is non-split. By the third part of Proposition 1.1, we only
need to prove that, for each finite prime p of Q with p{l and each
1rn, we have
_p, r (H1 (Qp , A1 , *r))=H1 (Qp , A2 , *r). (6)
Let A be either A1 or A2 . Since the CM elliptic curve E from which A is
constructed has good reduction at p{l, the representation A is unramified
at p. It follows from the definition of H 1f (Qp , A) that H
1
f (Qp , A)=
H1 (gp , A). By definition, H 1f (Qp , A, *
r) is the inverse image of H 1 (gp , A)
under the canonical map H1 (Qp , A[*r])  H 1 (Qp , A). On the other hand,
since AIp=A, we have the following commutative diagram of exact sequences
0 ww
H0 (gp , A)
*rH0 (gp , A)
ww H 1 (gp , A[*r]) H1 (gp , A)
0 ww
H0 (Qp , A)
*rH0 (Qp , A)
ww H 1 (Qp , A[*r]) ww H1 (Qp , A),
where the vertical maps are embeddings. It follows that H1 (gp , A[*r])
is also the inverse image of H1 (gp , A) under the canonical map
H1 (Qp , A[*r])  H 1 (Qp , A). Therefore, H 1f (Qp , A, *
r)=H 1 (gp , A[*r]).
Since the isomorphism _: A1[*n]  A2[*n] induces an isomorphism
H1 (gp , A1[*r])$H1 (gp , A2[*r]), Eq. (6) is verified. This proves part 2 of
the theorem. K
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4. ADJOINT REPRESENTATIONS
In this section, let K be a number field and let K* be the completion of
K at a finite prime * with the ring of integers O* . Let l be the prime of Q
under *. Let M be a GQ -representation that is cofree over O* with corank
two. Define A(M)=End(M)O* (K* O*). Then A(M)[*
r]$End(M[*r]).
Similarly define A0 (M)=End0 (M)O* (K* P*), where
End0 (M)=[trace zero endomorphisms of M].
Theorem 3. Let Vi , i= 1, 2, be *-adic representations of GQ of dimen-
sion two that are unramified for almost all primes p{l and crystalline at l
with Hodge-Tate type (0, k&1), for some 2k<l. Let Ti be GQ -invariant
lattices of Vi . Let Mi=Vi Ti . Assume that H0 (Q, A0 (Mi)) is finite and
H0 (Ip , A(Mi)) is *-divisible for p{l and i=1, 2. If M1[*n]$M2[*n] as
GQ -modules, then
H 1f (Q, A(M1))[*
n]$H 1f (Q, A(M2))[*
n],
H 1f (Q, A
0 (M1))[*n]$H 1f (Q, A0 (M2))[*n].
Before giving the proof of the theorem, we first display a corollary. Let
f be a newform of weight k2, level N and with coefficients in K. For a
fixed finite prime * of K, let T( f )=T* ( f ) be the O*[[GQ ]]-module
associated to f by Deligne. Let M( f )=M* ( f )=TO* (K*O*). It is known
that if * |% N, then V( f )=T( f )O* K* is unramified at almost all primes
p{l and is crystalline at l. Assume that V( f ) is minimally ramified in
the sense of [Di], then H0 (Ip , A(M( f ))) is *-divisible for all p{l. If
we further assume that V( f ) is absolutely irreducible, then
H0 (Q, End(V( f )))=EndGQ (V( f )) has only scalars. Since End(V( f ))=
E* End0 (V( f )), we necessarily have H0 (Q, End0 (V( f )))=0, and hence
H0 (Q, A0 (M( f ))) is finite. We have thus obtained
Corollary 4.1. Let fi , i=1, 2 be two newforms of weight k, level Ni .
Let * be a finite prime of K such that the prime l of Q under * is greater
than k, * does not divide N1N2 . Assume that V( fi) is absolutely irreducible,
and is minimally ramified at p{l. If M( f1)[*n] is isomorphic to M( f2)[*n]
as GQ-modules, then
H 1f (Q, A(M( f1)))[*
n]$H 1f (Q, A(M( f2)))[*
n],
H 1f (Q, A
0 (M( f1)))[*n]$H 1f (Q, A0 (M( f2)))[*n].
Remark. It can be shown that, for almost all *, V=V* is absolutely
irreducible and is minimally ramified at p{l [DFG].
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let Ai denote for A(Mi) and let A0i denote for
A(M 0i ), i=1, 2. Let A be either A1 or A2 and let A
0 be either A01 or A
0
2 .
Note that A(M)$A0K* O* . Thus H 1f (Q, A(M))$H
1
f (Q, A
0 (M))
H 1f (Q, K* O*). Since [Fl]
H 1f (Q, Ql Zl)$Hom(Gal(HQ), Ql Zl)
where H is the Hilbert class field of Q, we have H 1f (Q, Ql Zl)=0 and
consequently
H 1f (Q, K* O*)$H
1
f (Q, Ql Zl)}
Zl
O*=0.
Therefore we only need to prove the first equation in the theorem.
By the third part of Proposition 1.1, we only need to prove that, for
1rn,
|H 1f (Q, A1 , *
r)|=|H 1f (Q, A2 , *
r)|, (7)
For this purpose, we compare H 1f (Q, A) with another description of the
Selmer group of A.
Still let A be either A1 or A2 . Let l be the prime of Q below *. Fix r1.
Fontaine and Laffaille [F-L, DDT] have constructed a category MF f, kr of
filtered O* -modules of finite length, annihilated by *r, and with filtration
length k, and have shown that there is a fully faithful covariant functor
from MF f, kr to a subcategory FG
k
r of the category Modr of (O* *
r)[Gl]-
modules. So this functor gives an equivalence of the two categories.
Define Ext1crys(M[*
r], M[*r]) to be the subgroup of Ext1 (M[*r],
M[*r]) consisting of extensions from the subcategory FGkr . Identifying
A[*r] with End(M[*r]), we take the inverse image of Ext1crys(M[*
r],
M[*r]) under the canonical isomorphism
H1 (Ql , A[*r])$Ext1 (M[*r], M[*r])
and obtain a subgroup of H1 (Ql , A[*r]) which we denote by
H 1w(Ql , A[*
r]). Such a subgroup was first studied by Wiles [Wi] for
representations from an elliptic curve.
For r1, the sequence of subgroups [H 1w(Ql , A[*
r])]r form a sub-
system of the direct system [H1 (Ql , A[*r])]r . So it makes sense to define
H 1w(Ql , A)= H
1
w(Ql , A[*
r])H 1 (Ql , A)
When * |% p, define
H 1w(Qp , A[*
r])=H1 (Gp Ip , (A[*r])Ip),
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and define
H 1w(Qp , A)=H
1 (Gp Ip , AIp).
Then we have
H 1w(Qp , A)= H
1
w(Qp , A[*
r]).
Define Wiles’ Selmer group of A by
H 1w(Q, A)=ker {H1 (Q, A)  p<
H 1 (Qp , A)
H 1w(Qp , A)= .
Similarly define
H 1w(Q, A[*
r])=ker {H1 (Q, A[*r])  p<
H1 (Qp , A[*r])
H 1w(Qp , A[*
r])= .
We also have
H 1w(Q, A)= H
1
w(Q, A[*
r]).
By definition, if A1[*r] and A2[*r] are isomorphic as GQ-modules, then
we have the abelian group isomorphism
H 1w(Q, A1[*
r])$H 1w(Q, A2[*r]).
Therefore to prove Eq. (7) and hence the theorem, we only need to prove
H 1f (Q, A, *
r)=H 1w(Q, A[*
r]).
For this, we only need to prove
Lemma 4.1. For any finite prime p of Q, we have
H 1f (Qp , A, *
r)=H 1w(Qp , A[*
r]).
Proof. First consider the case when p{l. By assumption, AIp=
H0 (Ip , A) is *-divisible. Thus we have the exact sequence
0  AIp[*r]  AIp w*
r
AIp  0
of gp -modules, where gp=Gal(Q pQp)Ip . Taking the Galois cohomology
sequence from this sequence and comparing, through the inflation map,
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with the Galois cohomology sequence from the short exact sequence of
Gp -modules
0  A[*r] wjr A w*
r
A  0,
we get the following commutative diagram with exact rows
0  H0 (Qp , A)*rH0(Qp , A) w H1(gp , (AIp)[*r]) ww H1(gp , AIp)[*r]  0
0  H0 (Qp , A)*rH0(Qp , A) H1 (Qp , A[*r])
jr H1(Qp , A)[*r]  0
where the vertical arrows are injective. By definition
H 1w(Qp , A[*
r])=H1 (gp , (A[*r])Ip)=H1 (gp , (AIp)[*r]).
It also follows from the definition that H 1f (Qp , A) is the maximal divisible
subgroup of H1 (gp , AIp). Since AIp is divisible, it follows that
H1 (gp , AIp)$AIp(#&1) AIp is also divisible. Here # is a topological gener-
ator of gp $Z . Therefore
H 1f (Qp , A)=H
1 (gp , AIp).
Then from the above commutative diagram we get
H 1f (Qp , A, *
r) =
def j &1r (H
1
f (Qp , A))=H
1 (gp , (AIp)[*r])=H 1w(Qp , A[*
r]).
The proof in the case when p=l follows the idea of [Wi, Proposi-
tion 1.3]. But note that H 1f there is H
1
w here and H
1
F there is H
1
f here. For
more details, see [DFG]. Adapting Wiles’ argument and using the explicit
descriptions of H 1w (Ql , A[*
n]) [F-L, Ra, DDT], we obtain
H 1w(Qp , A)=H
1
f (Qp , A).
In particular they are *-divisible with the same O* -corank, say c. By the
definition of H 1f (Qp , A, *
r), we have
H 1w(Qp , A[*
r])H 1f (Qp , A, *
r)
and
|H 1f (Qp , A, *
r)|=|(O* *r)c| } |H0 (Qp , A[*r])|.
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However this last number is also the order of H 1w(Qp , A[*
r]) [DDT, 2.5].
Therefore the two groups must be the same. This proves the Lemma when
p=l. K
Now the proof of Theorem 3 is completed. K
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